An innovative technology of an athlete’s organism functional reserves increase based on bioacoustical stimulation of the respiratory system
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Abstract. In order to increase an athlete’s organism functional reserves we created the innovative technology based on low-frequency vibrations influence on respiratory system. First we measured acoustic impedance of an athlete’s organism for three phases of respiration at polyharmonic acoustic signal within the range of frequency from 3 Hz to 51 Hz. After that during 2 weeks we organized six sessions of bioacoustical stimulation among the group of 20 athletes, divided into subgroups with an effective (130 dB) and placebo (60 dB) effect. It was stated that six-fold effect of a scanning tonal signal with the level of sound pressure 130 dB within the range 22-36 Hz led to resonance frequency of respiratory system increase, respiratory system sound vibrations imbibiito coefficient decrease and its resistance to sound wave increase because of reserve alveoli opening and the increase of area of cross section of alveolar ways and respiratory bronchial tubes.

1 Introduction

One of the urgent directions of sports medicine nowadays is an athlete’s organism functional reserves increase on the basis of non-medicated (non-drug) technologies [1-6]. Such technologies include the technologies based on the influence of low-frequency vibrations on a person’s respiratory system [7-10]. Experimental works results analysis helps to suppose that respiratory system stimulation by low-frequency acoustic vibrations can lead to lung capacity increase, gaseous metabolism improvement and to endurance and working capacity increase [11-15].

The reactions of respiratory system to low-frequency acoustic effects change depending on their frequency and intensity and depend on a person’s anthropometric characteristics [16-19]. Respiratory reactions include chest and diaphragm vibration with the main frequency of the influence, the depth and rhythm of respiration change, chest excursion cessation without gaseous metabolism in lungs violation. The last effect, in particular, is practically used in traumatology, when the patient is connected to artificial respirating unit.
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which works with the frequency (individual for each patient) providing full lungs ventilation without chest excursion, which helps to stop pain syndrome in case of injuries or ribs fracture [20, 21]. The aim of the research was theoretical-experimental substantiation of the technology of organism functional reserves increase on the basis of bioacoustical stimulation of respiratory system.

2 Materials and Methods

The method of bioacoustical stimulation of respiratory system is based on the effect of reserve alveoli opening and the area of cross section of alveolar ways and respiratory bronchial tubes increase, lung capacity increase [12, 15]. In terms of high-intensity sounds of low-frequency influence at resonance low-frequency, where the resistance is minimal, pressure is in a decreasing wave with some decrease transfers according to air canals to the whole depth of air cavity. In terms of pressure increase in alveoli there is gradient increase between pleural cavity and lungs. In pleural cavity the pressure is 3…4 mm Hg lower than in lungs, which corresponds with 400-533 Pa. Negative pressure in pleural cavity is supported during the whole breath. In terms of the decreasing wave at the entrance of a respiratory channel 130 dB (63,2 Pa) gradient pressure change between lungs and pleural cavity was ≈ 10 %. In this case we can expect proportional lung capacity increase.

For technical realization of the method we created hardware-software complex of respiratory system bioacoustical stimulation [7, 10, 12, 14, 18]. Acoustic impedance measurement helps to define individual resonance frequencies and the coefficients of sound absorption in a wide range of frequencies. Bioacoustical stimulation was realized by a scanning signal within the range of the frequencies 22-36 Hz on the level ±3 dB from maximal value of absorption coefficient [7, 8, 12, 15]. At the phase of the inhalation frequency decreased and at the phase of exhalation increased. The rhythm of an athlete’s respiration is synchronize with the speed of scanning and is 2-4 seconds.

The methodology of measurement was in the following procedures fulfillment. During the measurements at a full inhalation the tester takes the mouthpiece into the mouth and controls lips position in order to let them be very close to the mouthpiece and provide connection tightness, the tongue should be under the mouthpiece in order to cover exit area of the mouthpiece. An athlete makes a gradual full inhalation, controlling the state chest and voice muscles in order to provide the access of sound signal into the windpipe. After a full inhalation the breath is held for 15 seconds, during which measurement is provided. Then the procedure of measurement with breath holding within 15 seconds after a deep gradual exhalation is repeated. At the same time the state of chest and voice muscles is controlled in order to provide the access of sound signal into the windpipe.

Then an athlete takes a breath with the nose in a calm regimen of a shallow breathing. The duration of the procedure was also 15 seconds. At the end of the procedure all information was registered and saved in a form of a file in the database. Most indices-acoustic characteristics of a respiratory channel include 6 indices [7, 8, 12, 15, 22-25, 26]:

- resonance frequency – \( f_0 \) (is defined according to diagram crossing of the line reactance \( Y=0 \));
- absorption coefficient at the frequency \( f_0 \) – \( \alpha(f_0) \);
- resistance at the frequency \( f_0 \) – \( R(f_0) \);
- frequency of the maximum of absorption coefficient – \( f(a_{\text{max}}) \);
- maximal absorption – \( a_{\text{max}} \);
- resistance at the frequency of maximum of absorption coefficient \( R(a_{\text{max}}) \).

3 Results and Discussion
With the help of the created hardware and software complex of respiratory system bioacoustical stimulation we measured the acoustic impedance. The measurements were realized at a polyharmonic acoustic signal within the range of frequency from 3 Hz to 51 Hz with the step 3 Hz during all three phases of respiration: full inhalation with breath holding, deep exhalation with breath holding and free nose shallow breathing without breath holding.

After resonance frequencies of a respiratory channel determination we organized 6 sessions of bioacoustical stimulation during two weeks in the group of 20 respondents, including false influence. 20 male athletes (age range 24,3±0,8 years old), who go in for skiing (cross-country skiing, biathlon, skiing-rollers) took part in the research. All respondents corresponded with the following criteria:

- sports category not lower than the first adult category;
- the absence of medical contraindications to take part in clinical trials;
- people, who had written informed agreement to take part in clinical trials and the agreement for all restrictions during these trials.

There were two masters of sport, 4 candidate masters of sport and 14 people had the first category.

The average value of height and weight in the group of influence and control was the following: 175,80±2,47 cm; 185,6±1,79 cm; 75,58±3,89 kg; 76,47±1,35 kg.

Each session included three 3-minute influences. There were breaks between each influence (1 minute). The whole duration of the procedure within one session was 11 minutes. Sessions of bioacoustical stimulation were held every other day. In the group of influence the level of acoustic pressure (LAP) was 130 dB, in the control group (in the group of false influence) LAP was 60 dB, which is below the threshold of audibility.

The results of measuring acoustic indices of respiratory channel among the respondents from the control group and the group of influence were compared. Picture 1 shows all results of measuring resonance frequencies during the phases of inhalation, exhalation and in case of free breathing of both groups of testers.

With the help of \( \chi^2 \) criterion it is shown that the law of all 6 registered indices distribution corresponds with normal distribution. That is why the check for statistical validity of the differences between the registered indices for different phases of respiration in the groups of control and influence was realized with the help of Student t-test.

**Picture. 1.** Histogram of resonance frequency distribution in the group of influence and control for different phases of respiration (according to abscise axis- resonance frequency \( f_0 \), according to axis of ordinates- the amount of observations; diagonal ruling from left to right, upward- the regimen of inhalation, diagonal ruling right to left, upward-regimen of exhalation, horizontal hatching- regimen of free respiration; solid line of density of probability corresponds with inhalation, dotted line corresponds with the exhalation, dotted line- free respiration).
In the groups of influence and control we didn’t see statistically valid difference between the average values of the corresponding indices in different phases of regimen (in terms of the significance level $p=0.05$) it proves that the experimental results can be combined.

The results of the acoustic indices statistical comparison values among the testers prove that in the group of bioacoustical stimulation influence they changed in comparison with the control group.

Six-fold influence with the help of the scanning tone signal with the level of acoustic pressure 130 dB within the range of frequencies 22-36 Hz led to the following changes in acoustic indices of the respiratory channel among testers-volunteers: resonance frequency increased; absorption coefficient decreased; sound wave resistance increased.

As acoustic indices of respiratory channel we used frequency-dependent components of impedance, it means a complex acoustic resistance. Impedance is equal to the ratio of sound pressure and vibrational speed of particles of environment (air) taking into account phase relations between them. An active component of impedance increase, sound wave resistance in a respiratory channel happens in terms of the particles vibrational speed volume decrease and the amplitude of sound pressure preservation. Vibrational speed in a respiratory channel decreases in terms of cross section area of all air-bearing ways increase.

All mentioned above helps to suppose that as a result of the influence there was reserve alveoli opening and the cross section area of alveolar ways and respiratory bronchial tubes increase (17-22 order of branching).

Six indices analysis among the testers from the both groups in dynamics of a six-fold real and false influence proves that their values for the control group of testers almost didn’t change at all phases of observation. At the same time the same indices in the group of influence have considerable difference from baseline values. After the first session (during the second session) the average values of all indices changed. Maximal differences between the control group and the group of influence were registered during the 2, 3 and the 4th period of observation (before the 2, 3, and the 4th sessions of stimulation). By the 5th and the 6th session the values of acoustic indices in both groups become closer.

It proves that the following influences (3-6) are not rational. We held statistical analysis of respiratory system acoustic indices change in dynamics of observations. We compared the results of the 1st day with the 2nd, 3rd, …6th days; then the results of the 2nd day with the results of the 3rd, …6th days and etc. At the same time, as a background influence we used the combined results of the control group and the group of influence. As a result of the analysis we defined that during the second study (after the first influence) the frequency increase from 23,6 till 27,4 Hz, resistance increased from 4,2 to 6,0, and the coefficient of absorption decreased from 0,62 to 0,53. These changes turned out to be statistically valid (in terms of significance level $p=0.05$).

Background values comparison (the first observation of the combined group) with the values, registered during further periods in the group of influence has the same tendency: frequency and resistance are increased and the coefficient of absorption decrease. These changes also turned out statistically valid.

Acoustic indices of respiratory channel comparison among the testers of the influence group during the 2nd study and further ones didn’t reveal statistically valid changes. In order to achieve a short-term effect, for example during competitive period, two procedures can be used.

4 Conclusions

Thus, six-fold bioacoustics influence of a scanning tonal signal use with the level of sound pressure 130 dB within the range 22-36 Hz led to the following changes of acoustic indices
of a respiratory channel among the volunteers: resonance frequency increased; coefficient of absorption decreased; resistance increased. It can prove that as a result of the influence there were reserve alveoli opening and the cross section area of all air-bearing ways increase (17-22 order of branching). In order to achieve a short-term effect, instead of 6 procedures of bioacoustics stimulation two procedures can be used. Respiratory system stimulation with the help of low-frequency acoustic vibrations can be useful for functional reserves of athletes’ respiratory system increase during competitive period.
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